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Abstract. This paper presents results of numerical investigation of turbulent natural convection in an internally-heated oxidic pool; and in a metallic layer heated from below and cooled
from top and sidewalls. Emphasis is placed upon applicability of the existing heat transfer correlations (obtained from simulant-material experiments) in assessments of a prototypic severe reaCtor
accident.
The objeCtives of this study are (i) to improve the current understanding of the physics of unstably
stratified flows, and (ii) to reduce uncertainties associated with modeling and assessment of natural
convection heat transfer in the above configuration.
Prediction capabilities of different turbulence modeling approaches are first examined and discussed, based on extensive results of numerical investigations performed by present authors. Findings from numerical modeling of turbulent natural convection flow and heat transfer in melt pools
and metallic layers are then described.
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Introduction

In a hypothetical severe accident scenario in a
LWR, core melt may relocate to, and accumulate in the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) lower
plenum. Decay heating in the core melt may
cause formation of a melt pool. In addition,
latter relocations of metallic structure and/or
separation of metallic, lighter, component from
the oxidic debris may lead to formation of a
metallic layer on top of the oxidic pool.
Natural convection in the decay-heated core
melt pool and in the metallic layer have a profound impact on the thermal loadings of the
lower head and the upper structures in the vessel. For reactor situations, the natural convection flow regimes are characterized by the very
high Rayleigh numbers, due to both the large
geometry scale, H, and the high heat generation rate qv, (Ra '" H3 or Ra' '" H 5 ). For
prototypic conditions, the Ra' = 10 15 _10 17 and
the flow regime is highly turbulent.

A number of experiments and analyses have
been performed to study turbulent natural
convection phenomena. On the experimental
front, except for the RASPLAV test, the experiments have utilized simulant materials. It
is difficult to realize experiments with the prototypic high Rayleigh numbers and prototypic
boundary conditions. Similarly, it is difficult to
model analytically turbulent pool behaviour at
high Rayleigh numbers. Existing single-point
closure turbulence models were found to be incapable of predicting flow and heat transfer in
a situation which involves both stable stratification and unstable stratification regions (Dinh
and Nourgaliev, 1997 [1], Nourgaliev and Dinh,
1996 [2]).
Numerical analy'ses offlows and heat transfer
in this area remain, however, important, since
they may help to achieve a better understanding of the role of different factors and to assure applicability and relevance of experimental
data and correlations to prototypic reactor accident conditions. The objectives of numerical
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model ing of turbul ent flows and heat transfe r
in a core melt pool and a metall ic layer are:
- to gain insigh t into physics of governing mechanisms;
- to examin e effect of non-pr ototyp ical conditions in simula nt-mat erial experi ments; and
- to develop a reliable predic tion metho d, which
can first be used to sastifa ctorily analyz e the
experi ments perfor med so far, then, be applied
to reacto r-scale predic tions.
The presen t study report s new results and
reviews the progre ss in the field of turbulence model ing accom plished after the previous OECD /CSNI specialist meetin g (Greno ble,
1993) on this topic.

Asse ssme nt of vario us turbule nce mod els
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2.1

k-

t:

turbu lence mode ls

In a previo us study, capabi lities of different model ing metho ds were reviewed and discussed with respec t to turbul ent natura l convection in a large volum etrical ly-hea ted liquid
pool (Dinh and Nourg aliev, 1997 [1]). The
KEM, perhap s the most widely used turbulence model , employs the eddy-diffusivity concept to model the Reynolds stresse s and turbulent heat fluxes. This concep t describes turbulenc e as a diffusion process charac terized by
a locally isotrop ic turbul ent viscosity. A strict
analog y betwee n the Reyno lds stresse s and turbulent heat fluxes is assum ed, since the turbulent Prand tl numbe r Prt is assum ed as constant in the k - £ approa ch .. It was found that
at least a low-R eynold s-num ber k - £ model
(LRN KEM) is require d for modeling offiows in
volum etrical ly-hea ted liquid pools. Moreover,
modifi cations were necess ary to accoun t for the
buoyan cy-ind uced anisotr opy of turbule nce in
such a liquid pool. Modifications based on the
local Richar dson numbe r were employed (Dinh
and Nourg aliev, 1997 [1J) for t~e turbul ent
Prand tl numbe r and the near-w all viscosity, to
accoun t for the effects of densit y/temp eratur e
stratif ication on turbule nce.

A wide variety of model s have been utilized to
describe turbul ent fluctua tions in natura l convection heat transfe r. The available models can
be divided into the following categories:
1. Algebraic model of turbule nce
2. One-h alf equati on model of turbule nce
3. One-eq uation model of turbule nce
4. Two-e quatio n turbul ence models
(a). Standa rd k - £ model using wall functions
(KEM )
(b). Low-R eynold s-num ber k - £ model (LRN
KEM)
(c). Modification of LRN KEM for buoyancydriven flows
5. Reynolds stress model s (RSM)
(a). Algebraic stress model (ASM)
(b). Partia l differential stress model (DSM)
6. Multip le-time -scale models
7. Large- eddy simula tion (LES)
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Figure 1: Variat ion of the average upwar ds
N u numbe rs with Ra numbe rs. Calcul ational
results vs. experi menta l correla tion of SteinBesides the above models, direct numer ical berner and Reineke.
simula tion (DNS) has also been employed to
The above modifi cations employed in the kdescrib e transie nt flow field during turbul ent
the
£ model provid ed very good agreem ent with
natura l convection.
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experimental data received from the Finnish
COPO-I experiments [3] and the SteinbernerReineke [4] tests (see Fig.l). Most importantly, local heat fluxes on vertical and curved
pool boundaries were correctly predicted by
the model. Nevertheless, these modifications
of the low-Reynolds-number k - E model are
experiment-specific: they cannot substitute
for the fundamental deficiencies of the twoequation turbulence model.
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Reynolds-stress turbulence modFigure 2: On applicability of the truncated alels
gebraic form of the vertical turbulent heat flux
(in case of validity, the ratio should be 1).

In order to account for the anisotropy of turbulence several approaches within the frame of
Reynolds-stress modeling (RSM) have been developed for turbulent flow under gravitational
influence. A comprehensive review of the RSM
methods was provided by Dinh and Nourgaliev
(1997) in ref.[I].

braic (ASM) and fully differential Reynoldsstress model (DSM) by Peeters and Henkes
(1992) in ref. [9]. It was shown that the turbulent Prandtl number (Prt) is certainly not constant over the whole flow field as was also seen
in experiments by Tsuji and Nagano, 1988b
[10]. Problems of wall modifications and constants, with respect to sensitivity of the ASM
and DSM applied to natural convection flows,
were analyzed and discussed broadly in the literature. On the one hand, the universality of
a model increases with its complexity, but, on
the other, the more complex are the models,
the greater is the amount of empirical input
needed in form of empirical constants, not to
mention the increase in computing time. It is
known that the ASM and DSM (especially the.
latter) are computationally expensive, and they
are also numerically very unstable which can
lead to serious convergence problems. Moreover, the wall damping functions for both of
these types of Reynolds-stress models have to
be validated even for simple flows and their turbulence empirical constants are not yet wellestablished.

The decay phenomenon of a buoyant jet has
been predicted from a differential k - E - {}2 turbulence model of Chen and Rodi (see Chen and
Chen, 1979 [5]). In this approach, the turbulent stresses and heat fluxes are modeled by algebraic expressions while the differential equations are solved for the kinetic energy of turbulence (k), the dissipation rate of turbulence
kinetic energy (E), and the fluctuating temperature (02 ). Furthermore, algebraic flux models
also have been developed for turbulent buoyant jets (Hossain and Rodi, 1982 [6]) as well
as natural convection in rectangular enclosures
(Hanjalic and Vasic, 1993 [7]). The major conclusion in ref. [7] concerns the modeling of the
turbulent heat flux vector, which was found to
strongly influence the applicability of the model
to a broader class of buoyant flows. Variants of
the gradient diffusion model with isotropic and
non-isotropic eddy diffusivity, and corresponding components of temperature gradients, were
Nourgaliev and Dinh (1996) [2] examined the
found to produce inconsistent results.
validity of various assumptions pr~posed and
utilized in different Reynolds-stress models for
The turbulent natural-convection boundary description of turbulent flow and heat translayer for air flowing along a heated vertical fer in liquid pools with internal energy sources.
plate, as measured by Tsuji and Nagano, 1988a Physics of fluid in unstably-stratified flow re[8], was investigated numerically with an alge- gion was studied by means of direct numerical
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simula tion (DNS) of natura lly-con vectin g flow
in interna lly-hea ted fluid layers, with a constant tempe rature bound ary condit ion on the
upper surfac e and an adiaba tic bound ary condition on the bottom surface. This approa ch
enable d the determ ination of the top wall heat
fluxes, the mean tempe rature fields, the distribution s of Reyno lds stresse s and turbul ent heat
fluxes. The calcul ated turbul ence param eters
are analyz ed with respec t to Reynolds-stress
type correla tions. The calcula ted turbul ent
charac teristic s (Reyn olds stresse s and turbulent heat fluxes) indica te significant anisotr opy
of turbul ent transp ort proper ties. So, the
isotrop ic eddy diffusion approa ch canno t be
used to describ e turbul ent natura l convection
heat transfe r under unstab le-stra tificat ion con-

field were calcula ted; see Fig.3. As a consequence, impor tant turbul ence param eters and
consta nts are found to be strong ly depend ent
upon the fluid Prand tl numbe r.
From the results of DNS of flows in
interna lly-hea ted fluid layers, it was found that
major correla tions and assum ptions propos ed
and employed in the previo us Reyno lds-str ess
modeling are violate d. Thus, developing a
higher order turbul ence model for this type of
flow, is not straigh tforwa rd.

2.3

ditions .

Large -eddy and direc t nume rical
simul ation s

In order to produc e a turbul ence data
base, direct numer ical simula tion (DNS) can
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In the past, DNS has been used for analyz ing
zIH
natura l convec tion heat transfe r in fluid layers
Figure 3: Dissip ation time scale ratio R (pro- with interna l heat genera tion with low values
6
4
posed in RSM as consta nt, typically, in the of Ra numbe rs (3.10 -;-4.10 ) (11]. Nourgaliev
and Dinh (1996) (2] perfor med direct numer ical
range from 0.4 to 0.8).
simula tions in interna lly-hea ted fluid layers, use numer ical scheme. A comAnalysis of the therma l-varia nce-ba lance ing a finit-differenc
le, genera l-purp ose compu ter
showed an impor tant role of diffusive trans- mercially availab
3D) [12] was employed for
port of TI2, and remark able non-equilibrium code CFX (FLOW
Analyses were perfor med to evalof therma l-varia nce ET. Turbul ence consta nts, calculations.
tion and time step require ments
needed for model ing of turbul ent diffusion, and uate grid resolu
DNS calcula tions.
of dissipa tion of therma l-varia nce, are strong for the
functio ns of Raylei gh and Prand tl numbe rs,
It was shown that three-d imensi onal formuand are non-un iforml y distrib uted in the fluid
and proper descrip tion of mixing are
layer; see e.g. Fig.2. Fluids with two differ- lation
tory in order to predic t heat transfe r in
ent Prand tl numbe rs (Pr = 7 and Pr = 0.6) manda
tified flows. That is to say, natwere invest igated . Simila r turbule nce statisti cs unstab ly-stra
tion heat transfe r in these condiof the therm al fields were obtain ed for differ- ural convec
mainly govern ed by large eddies. Good
ent Pr numbe rs, however, remark ably different tions is
ent with h~at transfe r data was achieved
.resul tsof turbul ence statist ics of the hydro- agreem
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and TJ is the smallest length scale of fluid motion. Since this ratio is propor tional to Ra 1 / 3 ,
the total numbe r of grid points requir ed by a
DNS calcula tion in three dimensions are'" Ra.
For this reason , it is extrem ely expens ive and
unaffordable to perform DNS of natura l convection flows in the protot ypic reacto r range of
Rayleigh numbe r.

- - K&E, experimen tal correlation (eq.4)
• PRESENT WORK, 2D formulation
• PRESENT WORK, DNS

10'
•

• CONVERGENCE

To overco me the proble m of limita tion in
compu tationa l capacity, large eddy simula tion
(LES) has been emplo yed to analyz e heat and
7
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10·
10'0
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mass
transfe r in turbul ent natura l convec tion.
Ra
In LES, large scale motio n is simula ted wherea s
Figure 4: Predic tion of Nusselt numbe r in motion with length scale smalle r than the com-.
interna lly-hea ted fluid layers.
putatio nal grid size is modeled by a subgri d
scale model (SGM ). Most subgri d scale model s
are based on the eddy diffusivity concep t, in0.24
• TEMPERAT URE FLUCTUAT ION RANGE (3]
troduc ing an effective eddy diffusivity and cono I!STIMATED A VERAGE VALUI!S OF
0.22
TEMPERAT URE FLUCTUAT IONS (3]
ductiv ity for the subgri d scales.
0.20
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10'
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The original subgri d scale model of Smagorinsky (1963) [17] and Lilly (1967) [18] was
based on dimensional argum ents and integra l
relatio ns comin g directl y from Kolmo gorov' s
ideas on the turbule nce energy spectr um. This
model assum es the isotrop y ofthe subgri d-scale
turbule nce. Such an assum ption may not be
valid for the near-walls regions.
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The subgrid-scale eddy viscosity is defined as

Figure 5: Tempe rature fluctuations: calculational results versus measu remen ts.
for Ra numbe rs up to 5 . 10 12 , but reliable
turbul ence data were obtain ed only for several
Raylei gh numbe rs in the range 5.10 6 + 5.10 8 ;
Fig.4. In particu lar, the calculated Nusselt
numbe r, tempe rature distributions within the
fluid layer and tempe rature fluctuations are in
good agreem ent with the experimental data of
Kulacki et al. [13], [14]; Fig.5. Also, the calculate d turbul ent heat fluxes agree well with
those predic ted by the analyti cal model of Cheung [16].

(1)

where h is the grid size (mesh scale), S is
the scalar strain, and Cs is the Smago rinsky
consta nt. In the literat ure, the consta nt C
s
was found to vary in the range from 0.06 to
0.25. By assum ing the existence of an inertial range spectr um, Lilly (1967) [18J evalua ted
C s ~ 0.18.

The turbul ent heat flux is often calcula ted
by
applyi ng subgri d Prand tl numbe r concep t,
Althou gh
being
straigh tforPrSGs
.
ward, DNS metho d has serious limitat ions. To
resolve all scales of motion , it requires a number of grid points of N, N ~ L i'ry, where L
is the dimen sion of the compu tationa l domai n
at = vt/ PrsGS
(2)
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Ra = 1.310

Ra = 1.3 lO 13

12

atic viscos ity in an interna lly
Figure 6: Typica l distrib ution of calcul ated subgrid-scale kinem
6 2 /s).
heated fluid layer (v = 0.8610 - m
The subgrid-scale Prand tl numbe r may depend on the fluid proper ties. Result s of LES
simula tion are however less sensiti ve to PrsGs
in fluids with the molecu lar Prand tl numbe r
close to one. Essent ially, the model has two
model consta nts C s and PrsGs ,

certain ties associ ated with the near-w all treatment it is propos ed that the near-w all compu tational mesh is fine enoug h to resolve the smallest scales of motion , i.e. to have a combin ed
DNS in the near-w all region with LES in the
pool's core region . -

Recently, a dynam ic subgri d model was proposed and developed, in which the consta nt C s
is not arbitra rily chosen or optimi zed, but computed. However, this model feature s numer ical
instabi lity and convergence proble ms, and a robust numerical schem e has yet to be developed
and validated.
o 50x20x20 w.o saM
The presen t author s employ the Sma• 5o.20x20 w: saM
070x35x35 w.o saM
gorins ky-typ e model for LES in a large
.70x35x35 w SGM
Kulacki & Emara
-volum etrical ly-hea ted liquid pool and metall ic
thema
is
region
core
the
pool,
a
layer. In such
IdIO\;;-"~~'--'-';-'10-Tc11~-~1O"n,~-~l""cO""""~-l..l;O"
jor compu tationa l domai n which require s huge
Ra
numbe r of compu tationa l nodes. For this region, a large eddy simula tion is the most effective metho d. More impor tantly, it is found that Figure 7: Compa rision betwee n simula tions
heat transfe r in large volum etrical ly-hea ted liq- with and withou t subgri d scale model (C s =
uid pools is govern ed by large eddies , so that 0.06, PrsGs = 1)
contrib utions from the sub-gr id eddies in the
mixing and heat transfe r processes would remain minor, if the grid size is fine enough .
Both DNS and LES approa ches have been
developed and emplo yed at Royal Institu te of
However, there ap,pears a need in developTechnology (Stock holm) to analyz e effects of
ing modification, both, for the consta nt, Cs, geome try config uration , heatin g metho d, and
and for the sub grid Prand tl numbe r, PrsGS simula nt proper ties on turbul ent heat and mass
in the near-wall region . In order to avoid un- transfe r in a liquid pool and a fluid layer.
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3

Concluding remarks

For the purpose of reactor-scale calculations,
a promising method is being developed at RIT.
This method combines DNS at the wall region
and large eddy simulation (LES) in the inside
Results of recent experimental studies of nat- regions of the pool. Thus, the method has sigural convection heat transfer in an internally- nificant advantages over both the single-point
heated liquid pool, and in a liquid layer heated closure models and the full-domain DNS apfrom below provide a large data base for anal- proach.
yses. However, there still exist significant uncertainties when extrapolating (differing) heat
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